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1. This submission is provided by News Limited (News) in response to the Draft Notice in 
respect of Notification N90330 published by the ACCC on 10 December 2007.  

1. Outline of the ACCC's analysis

2. As News understands the Draft Notice, the ACCC's analysis in support of its conclusion to 
give a Notice under s 93 of the TPA in respect of Exclusive Dealing Notification N90330 is 
as follows:

(a) the markets by reference to which the question whether the relevant contacts have 
the effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition is to be analysed 
are:

(i) the market for the supply of advertising services to real estate agents in 
eastern Sydney, through local community newspapers; or, more broadly;

(ii) the market for the supply of content to readers of community newspapers 
in eastern Sydney;

(b) as a result of "network effects" there is unlikely to be competition within those 
markets.  Instead, the competition is "for" the markets;

(c) the purpose of the provision in the Courier's contracts with agents requiring agents 
to place 75% of their advertising with the Courier is to substantially lessen 
competition by making it difficult if not impossible for competitors to build sufficient 
scale in order to compete effectively for the markets;

(d) alternatively, that is the effect of the provision;

(e) the provision has no public benefit;

(f) consequently, a notice should be given under s 93 of the TPA.

3. With the exception of (b), on which News has some comments, News disagrees with each 
step in the ACCC's analysis.  It deals with each in turn.

2. Market Definition

4. In News' submission, the markets identified by the ACCC:

(a) are not consistent with the approach recently taken by the ACCC, which itself was 
based on market enquiries;

(b) are defined by reference to attributes which are shared by products outside those 
markets; 

(c) are not supported by the conduct of industry participants;

(d) are not consistent with the evidence that the Courier is closely constrained in its 
pricing for advertising services.
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2.1 Recent Approach of ACCC

5. The ACCC did not rely on the markets it has identified in its recent consideration of News' 
acquisition of Federal Publishing Company Community Media Group (the FPC decision).  
In its Public Competition Assessment, the ACCC concluded that 'a range of advertising 
alternatives to free community newspapers exist for many advertisers' in northern and inner 
western Sydney, notwithstanding the network effects of the existence of a single dominant 
community newspaper in each area.  The ACCC noted that while network effects meant 
that other community newspapers were not likely to be significant competitors for real 
estate advertising, 'almost all agencies advertised on a number of real estate websites', 
some advertised in Domain and others used letterbox drops.1 The ACCC's market 
inquiries led it to conclude that some real estate agents would consider reducing 
community newspaper advertising and increasing use of other types of advertising if 
community newspaper advertising rates were to rise.  News submits that the market for the 
supply of advertising opportunities to advertisers in the eastern suburbs does not 
substantially differ from that identified in the north and inner west of Sydney and that 
therefore a broader market definition should be used in this case. 

2.2 Other Products Share Same Attributes 

6. In the Draft Notice, the ACCC notes that local newspaper advertising has several 
characteristics that suggest it is not substitutable for alternative advertising platforms such 
as metropolitan newspapers and online classifieds.  It states that, by using local newspaper 
advertising, real estate agents can access: potential buyers in the local area; consumers 
who are not actively looking to purchase property; and consumers who do not have the 
internet, as well as effectively localising their advertising spend [6.3]-[6.4].  News submits 
that all these characteristics are shared by Domain East and that, moreover, the zoned 
Domain East product was launched to mirror these characteristics.  

2.3 Conduct of Industry Participants

7. Contrary to the ACCC's belief and to the submission of Fairfax [5.5], real estate advertisers 
do advertise in print elsewhere and online as an alternative to the Courier, not just as an 
add-on.  It is inaccurate to state that Domain East 'is unlikely to be as close a substitute [to 
the Courier] as a well established alternative local community paper' [6.58].  This ignores 
the specific commercial strategies of Fairfax in developing its zoned Domain 'Juniors' which 
we discuss further in paragraph 18 below.  

8. Fairfax clearly sees the Domain publication as competing with the community papers in all 
areas of Sydney for real estate advertising.  Domain competes vigorously with those 
papers and other real estate advertising media.  Domain regularly compares itself to the 
Courier and other community newspapers.  For example, in a Domain East promotional 
leaflet, Fairfax states:

…domain east already reaches more Sydney readers in the east than any other real estate 
title

  
1 ACCC Public Competition Assessment, 'News Limited – proposed acquisition of Federal Publishing Company Community 
Media Group' 20 February 2007, para 25-28.
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domain east 193,000

Wentworth Courier 99,000

Southern Courier 99,000

Sydney Central Courier 34,000

…

When combined with Saturday's domain, our readership leaps to an unbeatable 1,239,000!

9. In a full page advertisement in the Sydney Morning Herald on 11 July 2006 headed "How 
serious are you about selling your home", the following was stated:

If you're serious about selling your home this spring, you must have The Sydney Morning 
Herald in your advertising plans. Home hunters come from all over Sydney so choosing to 
only advertise locally will limit the number of potential buyers. The Sydney Morning Herald is 
serious about helping you sell your home. Demand your agent includes Domain mid-week 
and Saturday in your next advertising campaign.

Take a look at the difference across the Eastern Suburbs:

Wentworth Courier or Combined Saturday Domain and Domain East 
(Wednesday)

93,000 readers 1,239,000 readers

10. In another full page advertisement in the Sydney Morning Herald on 20 July 2006, it was 
stated that:

Using the Domain East section in The Sydney Morning Herald will deliver 193,000 potential 
home hunters, while the Wentworth Courier delivers 99,000 and can cost four times as 
much.

11. It is clear from the above examples and the other documents provided in Appendix 1 that 
Domain is making comparisons with the Courier publications (and other community 
newspapers generally), and considers itself a direct competitor.  As a consequence, News 
submits that it is not merely 'possible' (as the ACCC states at [6.11] in the draft notice) that 
print display advertising in other publications such as Domain East are 'viable substitutes' 
to advertising in the Courier, it is clearly the case. 

12. News submits that Domain East is clearly a competitor for real estate advertising in the 
eastern suburbs, and provides a viable substitute to advertising in the Courier.  In fact, 
Domain is the dominant force in real estate advertising in Sydney.  This is evidenced by 
Fairfax's claims in its publications and in its marketing material, which we have attached at 
Appendix 1 and extracted above. Fairfax advertises itself as providing a 'three pronged 
approach' to advertisers, in recognition of the considerable leverage it uses across its print 
and online platforms and between its zoned and metropolitan newspaper sections.  News 
submits that Domain East is, and will continue to be, a significant and vigorous competitor 
to the Courier and is therefore also a constraint on the Courier's pricing.  The merger 
between Fairfax and Rural Press has only further enhanced Fairfax's access to expertise in 
regional and community publishing.
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2.4 Courier's Advertising Prices Closely Constrained

13. There is substantial evidence that the price of advertising in the Courier has been closely 
constrained since the Courier's notification has been operative. [COMMERCIAL IN 
CONFIDENCE]

[COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]

14. [COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]

15. News also submits that the basis on which the ACCC has compared the prices of the 
various publications servicing the eastern suburbs area is misconceived.  

16. In its analysis of the competitive environment, and particularly of comparative price data, 
the ACCC has failed to consider certain critical features of the publications which contribute 
to the level of advertising rates.  Those features are as follows:

• Variations in production quality and size. News has provided the ACCC with 
sample copies of the relevant publications in the area.  They vary in size (large 
magazine vs miniature booklet), production quality (high gloss vs newsprint), and 
binding (perfect bind vs stapled).  These differences necessarily contribute to the 
advertising rates charged due to the different levels of production cost between a 
stapled newsprint publication and a perfect bound glossy magazine.  Therefore the 
cost of producing Domain East is far less than the production cost of a publication 
such as the Wentworth Courier.  The table below illustrates the differences:

Wentworth 
Courier

Domain 
East

ESL The Beast Bondi 
View

Eastern 
Suburbs 
Spectator
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Size 310mm x 
275mm

410mm x 
290mm

297mm x 
230mm

211mm x 
148mm

350mm x 
288mm

380mm x 
260mm

Production Gloss 
magazine

Perfect bound

Hard Cover

Newsprint Gloss 
magazine

Perfect 
bound

Gloss 
booklet

Stapled

Low grade 
newsprint

Low 
grade 
newsprint

Regularity Weekly Weekly Weekly Monthly Monthly Weekly

• Regularity of publication.  Publications that appear weekly as opposed to monthly 
are more attractive to agents due to the standard three week auction cycles.  As a 
result, monthly publications are not generally favoured by agents or vendors.  This, 
in addition to the quality issues, would account for agents' reluctance to advertise 
with publications such as The Beast and Bondi View. 

• Perception of prestige.  In the high value property market of the eastern suburbs, 
the look and feel of a publication is particularly important to vendors and agents.  
Advertisements placed in a lower quality publication could be perceived by vendors 
and potential buyers as cheapening the property.  This would account for any 
reluctance on the part of agents to advertise in publications such as The Beast, 
Eastern Suburbs Spectator and the Bondi View. 

• Different 'footprints'.  The footprints of each publication differ in important respects.  
The Courier distributes exclusively in the eastern suburbs of Sydney.  In contrast, 
the Domain East footprint covers the eastern suburbs and beyond into certain 
southern suburbs such as Sutherland Shire and the airport, areas shared by the 
Southern Courier. Agents in the eastern suburbs generally preference a 
publication with a targeted footprint in the eastern suburbs.  The differing footprints 
of Domain East and the Courier also impacts on 'true' circulation figures, discussed 
below. 

17. The draft report states that advertising in Domain East 'is substantially less expensive than 
advertising with the Courier, suggesting that the Domain East is only a limited constraint on 
advertising prices in the Wentworth Courier' [6.31].  This statement is based on an incorrect 
analysis of pricing and fails to take account of differences in different publications.

18. Domain East pricing is the result of a number of interrelated factors:

• Commercial strategy.  In September 2004 Fairfax introduced its 'Domain Juniors' 
publications, which are specialised Domain publications for each of the east, north 
and inner west areas of Sydney, published as an insert in the Sydney Morning 
Herald on either Tuesday or Wednesday each week.  The commercial strategy 
behind the introduction of the Domain Juniors has been to maintain volume in the 
Saturday Domain by offering a low-cost add-on, in this case, in the form of Domain 
East. Indeed, Fairfax CEO Fred Hilmer made the following comments in a paper 
presented in May 2005: '[the Zoned editions] are adding about 150 tabloid pages of 
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real estate advertising per week, as well as supporting a bundled sale that includes 
online and the real estate section of the Saturday paper'.2  

Fairfax's rate card for real estate advertising (attached at Appendix 2) clearly 
demonstrates its bundling strategy: the 'platinum' and 'gold' deals give advertisers 
a quarter page advertisement in Saturday Domain plus a choice of a full ($2520), 
half ($2210) or quarter page ($2100) in a Domain Junior.  The same pattern of 
bundling occurs in 'silver' and 'bronze' versions.  In contrast, the option of a 'single 
Junior full page' for $900 is listed in a corner of the rate card under 'Other Options'
and is accompanied by the words 'No extras, incentives, deals or rebates'. It is 
clear from the rate card that Fairfax is not interested in providing incentives for 
advertisers to use Domain East because it is not its business strategy to promote 
Domain East as a stand-alone product. The rate card is designed to protect the 
viability of Fairfax's Saturday product. News believes that over 80% of agents buy 
the bundled midweek/Saturday product rather than the Eastern Domain alone.3

• Quality. As already explained, as a newsprint publication, almost wholly 
advertising-content, Domain East offers a different level of quality from the glossy, 
magazine-style Courier.  As a result of this difference in quality, Domain East is 
unable to charge similar rates to the Courier.  However, there is nothing to prevent 
the Sydney Morning Herald producing a glossy, magazine-style Domain in the 
future which may well be able to charge rates comparable to those charged by the 
Courier.  News notes that Fairfax currently produces a glossy monthly lifestyle 
insert, the Sydney Magazine. 

• Circulation.  The circulation footprint of Domain East does not precisely match that 
of the Courier.  Domain East circulation overlaps with both the Courier and the 
Southern Courier, as it takes in parts of Sutherland Shire and suburbs around the 
airport.  Research by Colmar Brunton at Appendix 3 shows that, in 2004, 78% of 
buyers for eastern suburbs properties were drawn from within a 10 km radius and 
62% come from within 5 km. ABS statistics from the 2006 Census support this, 
showing that only 22% of home buyers in the eastern suburbs area came from 
outside the Statistical Local Area (defined in the ABS SLA Map, attached at 
Appendix 4).  A second map included in Appendix 4 demonstrates the extent of 
the 5 km radius in the eastern suburbs.  The ACCC itself has also recognised this 
trend, noting in the draft notice that 'targeted advertising through local newspapers 
also avoids advertisers having to pay for advertising for readers outside of their 
target group' [6.4]. The Wentworth Courier and Sydney Morning Herald Domain 
East are the competitive newspaper products, targeting readers and advertisers 
within the 5-10km radius of the Eastern Suburbs. A simple price comparison of a 
full page in the Wentworth Courier, compared with SMH Domain/Domain East

  
2 Frederick G Hilmer "Building off the print franchise", 31 May 2005 (paper presented at 58th World Newspaper Congress.
3 This figure was reached by assessing two linked Domain East/Saturday editions: Domain East 7 November 2007 and 
Domain Saturday 10 November 2007; and Domain East 21 November 2007 and Domain Saturday 24 November 2007.  
This analysis indicates that the vast majority of agents accept the bundled offer and in fact very rarely pay for the $900 
Domain East price for a stand-alone advertisement. 
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bundle, confirms Domain East pricing is not ‘substantially less expensive’ (judged 
on the cost per 1000 copies circulated (CPM) – the industry standard of measuring 
advertising rates on products with different circulations and different rates). 
[COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]  

The table shows that, properly viewed, the Courier's rates to the target audience 
are not significantly higher than those charged by Domain (particularly Domain 
Saturday and East) and are no higher than would be expected for a publication of 
high production quality, respected reputation and historical presence in the area.  

[COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]

2.5 Other constraints

19. News submits that the exponential growth of online real estate advertising has also had the 
effect of constraining the Courier's prices.  A Frost & Sullivan report published in May 2007 
identified increasing audience shift from print to online classified property listings as a 'high' 
market driver for the online market for the years 2006 to 2010.4 Morgan Stanley research 
from April 2007 confirms that, in the real estate segment, growth rates for online 
advertising far outweigh newspaper advertising.5 In 2006 the difference was 32% online 
compared with 2% newspaper. Morgan Stanley's growth estimate for the financial year 
2008 is 35% online, -5% newspaper. 

20. Domain.com.au is the primary real estate internet website in the Eastern Suburbs even 
though real estate.com.au is number one nationally.  For example, a search of properties 
for sale in Sydney's eastern suburbs on 4 February 2008 showed 200 listed on 
realestate.com.au and 2188 listed on Domain.com.au.  When refined to houses for sale, 
the search showed 200 listed on realestate.com.au and 599 on Domain.com.au.  This is 
further testament to the strength of the Domain brand in the east.  It also demonstrates the 
effectiveness of bundling.  Domain.com.au contains many interactive features such as 
slideshows, email alerts and mapping information that makes it an attractive and popular 
advertising platform.  The Australian Bureau of Statistics reported that in 2006-07, 64% of 
Australian households had home Internet access6.  The demographics of the eastern 
suburbs of Sydney would suggest an even greater proportion of internet access among the 
households in the Courier footprint.   

  
4 Frost & Sullivan, The Australian Online Classifieds Advertising Market 2006-2010, May 2007, p29
5 Morgan Stanley Australia Internet Media: Initiation of Coverage: Online Classified Advertising, 3 April 2007, p6
6 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 8146.0 – Household Use of Information Technology, Australia, 2007-07, 20 December 
2007
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21. Real estate agents also produce their own gloss and matt pamphlets to advertise their 
listings for distribution via letterbox delivery or for pick up at office locations.  This practice 
is the normal daily business of real estate agents everywhere. 

2.6 Content of Quality of Wentworth Courier 

22. The ACCC states in the draft report that it is satisfied that the potential effect of the alleged 
reduction in competition for readers is a reduction in the quality of content and layout 
provided to readers of eastern suburbs community newspapers [6.69], [6.75].  The 
suggestion appears to be that, even if the Courier has not increased its actual price 
substantially, it has increased the effective price by lowering quality.

23. There is no basis for that suggestion.  Throughout the period 1993-2008 the competitive 
environment in which the Courier operates has not resulted in any reduction of the 
newspaper's quality.  The reality is quite the contrary.  Over the course of the 14 year 
notification period, the Courier has diversified its content and added new sections. Its 
efforts have been rewarded with recognition from the Australian Suburban Newspaper 
Association (ASNA) (later, the Community Newspapers of Australia (CNA)) on a number of 
occasions. ASNA/CNA has awarded the Courier Best Newspaper a total of 5 times since 
1987 (3 of which have been awarded since the notification has been in place).  Since the 
time of the notification, the Courier has won the following awards:

• 1996: Best Newspaper

• 1996: Community Service Award

• 1998: Best Newspaper Promotion

• 2003: Best Newspaper

• 2003: Best News Photograph

• 2004: Best Newspaper

24. In terms of content, the Courier has a diverse range of editorial sections:

Section Examples of stories

News National, state and local politics as they apply to 
the local community

Heritage Preservation and conservation campaigns

Health Medical column by Professor John Dwyer, head 
of Medicine, Prince Henry and Prince of Wales 
Hospitals, Randwick; Baby Talk half page by 
clinical nurse consultant Robin Barker; Herbal 
Medicine half page fought to save S Vincent's 
hospital from closure

Local government Reports on weekly Council meetings; mayoral 
columns by mayors of Waverley and Woollahra; 
development issues; campaign against State 
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tax on private homes

Policing Eastern Beat quarter page by police patrol 
commander Inspector Ray Durham; court 
reports; crime warnings; crime prevention

Transport Flight paths; road; rail; ferry and bus issues

Education Pre-school to tertiary; achievers and events

Sports Local sports leagues

Lifestyle Restaurant reviews; food and wine articles; 
interior design

Arts Opera/theatre/concert/book reviews; art shows; 
author profiles

Social Issues Homelessness; suicide prevention; animal 
rights; domestic violence

Business Chambers of Commerce; developments; retail 
and business issues

Charities Groups; events; volunteers; profiles

Churches Events; appointments

Personalities Characters; personal histories; heroes; war 
vets; obituaries

Events Social gatherings; parties; promotions

25. The number of editorial pages in the Courier is consistent with the general position in 
competitive markets elsewhere in Sydney.  In the year to date ending week 29 of the 2008 
financial year, the Courier had an average of 31.5 pages of editorial.  In competitive 
markets, the News-owned Liverpool Leader had 27.3 pages against its Fairfax competitor 
Liverpool Champion (16.6 pages)and the News-owned Hill Shire Times had 37.3 pages
against its Fairfax competitor the Hills News (19.1 pages). This puts the Courier in the 
upper echelon of the market.  Similarly, in the busy pre-Christmas period the Courier had 
127 individual editorial items compared with the Hill Shire Times with 123 items and the 
Hills News 81 items)7 and in the quieter January period it had 79 items (compared with the 
Liverpool Leader with 72 items and the Liverpool Champion with 61 items)8.

26. The Courier's ability to deliver quality journalism and community news to the eastern 
suburbs is a function of its embedded and longstanding involvement in the life of the 
community.  The Courier maintains close links with the eastern suburbs community, having 
initiated the Wentworth Courier Business Excellence Awards, awarding annual citizen 
awards, holding an annual Food and Wine Festival at Randwick Racecourse and 

  
7 In the week of 5 December 2007
8 In the week of 23 January 2008
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supporting various Woollahra Council community events such as People & Pets Day and 
Garden Competition and sponsoring Easts Rugby Union Football team. News invests 
highly in producing the Courier. [COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE].  

27. At the time of the Courier's new look relaunch in September 2006, Federal Member for 
Wentworth, Malcolm Turnbull applauded the success of the Courier in a parliamentary 
speech delivered on 5 September 2006:

[The Courier Newspaper Group] was the first community newspaper to got to colour and 
gloss printing, and do so within newspaper deadlines. The new-look newspapers produced 
this week will continue that great tradition of innovation. 

… [T]he Wentworth Courier is an outstanding publication both in editorial and financial 
terms.  The "Wenty", as we call it in the eastern suburbs, breaks news and is often a source 
of news and stories for major metropolitan dailies such as the Sydney Morning Herald and 
the Daily Telegraph.9

28. This consistent improvement in the quality of the Courier demonstrates that it faces 
constraint and operates in a competitive market.

2.7 Conclusion on market definition

29. The ACCC should not proceed to analyse the question whether the 75% provision 
substantially lessens competition on the basis of the markets it has identified.  At the very 
least, it should define the market as a market for newspaper real estate advertising.

30. Moreover, even if the ACCC does not consider real estate websites, Domain and letterbox 
drops as competitors within the market, it should take them into account as a real 
constraint on pricing.  

31. It is clear that, once pricing information is correctly analysed, the Courier is closely 
constrained in the prices it can charge.  For that reason alone, the ACCC should conclude 
that the 75% provision does not substantially lessen competition in any relevant market.

3. Competition "for" the Market

32. It is clear from the Draft Notice that, in the ACCC's opinion, there will always be one 
dominant, or 'must have' publication for real estate advertising in a given area [6.6].   This 
is due to 'network effects' that mean that all advertisers want to advertise in the publication 
that most consumers read and all consumers want to read the publication that most 
advertisers advertise their properties in.  The ACCC is therefore of the view that there is 
unlikely to be competition 'within' the market, rather, competition is likely to be 'for' the 
market and a competitor must be capable of toppling the dominant player to be able to 
apply sufficient competitive pressure [6.40].

33. If, contrary to News' submissions, the market is as narrow as the ACCC claims, there will 
be a tendency for there to be one major player in each regional market.  It is important, 
however, not to confuse that effect with any alleged effect of the 75% provision.  Indeed, 

  
9 Malcolm Turnbull, Speech in Parliament on Hannan Family and the Wentworth Courier, 5 September 2006. 
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much of the material that the ACCC appears to rely on is explained by network effects 
rather than the 75% provision.

4. Purpose of 75% Provision

34. News submits that the ACCC's inferences as to the purpose of the 75% requirement are 
misconceived.  In the Draft Notice, the ACCC inferred that the 75% requirement 'would 
seem' to have the purpose of restricting or limiting competition because it is not supported 
by 'an economy of scale type purpose' given that it is not a volume based discount [6.20].  
News disagrees with this characterisation of the Courier contract. 

35. The purpose of the 75% provision is to provide a form of volume based discounting which 
permits agents to pass those discounts on to vendors.  It is a form of volume based 
discounting based on the proportion of a customer's business which is commonly used in 
the media industry and is recognised as commercially acceptable practice, being mutually 
beneficial to suppliers and customers.

36. There are economies of scale in offering a standard contract rather than negotiating with 
agents on a case by case basis.  The discount is a form of customer loyalty program 
because it rewards those customers who are prepared to place a majority of their business 
with the Courier.  In addition, the provision permits individual agents to pass on that 
discount to vendors.

37. The ACCC states that the 75% requirement in the Courier contracts is unique in community 
newspapers.  However, the Courier is not the only publication to use proportional 
discounting for real estate advertising contracts.  Other newspapers within the Courier 
Group, namely the Inner Western Suburbs Courier and the Southern Courier, use 75% 
requirement contracts.  Fairfax Community Newspapers has also used a volume 
requirement in its contracts for real estate advertising in the St George & Sutherland Shire 
Leader.  Between 10 August 2005 and 30 June 2007, a discount rate was offered to agents 
on the condition that they place 80% of their total suburban real estate advertising spend 
with Fairfax Community Newspapers Pty Ltd. To News' knowledge, agents subject to such 
contracts continue to operate under the same terms.  

38. It is also worth pointing out that various other mechanisms for securing high volume 
advertising are used by different community newspapers across New South Wales.  All are 
designed to reward agents for significant advertising expenditure, whether that be valued 
by volume or proportions.  For example:

• The Canterbury Torch, published by Torch Publishing Company (and 50% owned 
by Fairfax) adjusts its rate down for every year that an advertiser stays with the 
publication.  This acts as a financial incentive for agents not to switch their 
advertising to a competitor.

• The Central Coast Express Advocate uses a 'market leaders strategy' whereby 
discounted pricing, bonus pages and complementary holiday packages are offered 
to the two leading agents on the Central Coast in order to secure their business.  
The assumption is that all other agents in the area will follow where the perceived 
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market leaders are advertising.  The Central Coast Express Advocate has an 
89.37% market share against its competitor, the Sun Weekly. 

39. The ACCC notes that it sought internal documents from the Courier to determine the 
purpose of the 75% requirement but that they were advised the Courier did not have such 
documents [6.19].  The fact that the Courier does not possess 'strategy' documents to 
provide to the ACCC is not surprising.  In 1993 the then regulator, the Trade Practices 
Commission, approved the arrangement.  In fact, in 1993 the Trade Practices Commission 
not only approved the arrangement but was keen to ensure that all qualifying real estate 
agents be given the opportunity to enter into Courier contracts.10  News notes that at the 
time of the ACCC's review of the notification in 2007, any such records would have been 
14 years old, if they existed at all.  It is unreasonable for the ACCC to expect the Courier to 
retain documents beyond the accounting standard of seven years. In the absence of the 
documents, it appears equally unreasonable to infer an anti-competitive purpose. 

40. The arrangement continues to have its original purpose.  It represents the Courier's 
competitive approach to attracting consistent business.  It also provides the Courier with 
the financial certainty that allows it to offer up-front discounts to all agents, regardless of 
their size and expenditure.  Without such financial certainty, the Courier would be unable to 
offer the same degree of discounting.  

5. Effect of Provision 

41. The ACCC's analysis in relation to effect appears to be this:

(a) given the importance of the discount, it is not possible for agents to compete 
effectively without entering into a contract containing the 75% provision;

(b) the effect of the 75% provision makes it very difficult for new entrants to contest the 
market;

(c) the conclusion of (b) is supported by the evidence concerning other local 
community newspapers.

42. News disputes each step in this analysis.

5.1 Contract is Not Necessary in Order to Compete

43. All real estate agents in the Courier's circulation area are offered the opportunity to 
advertise on contract, regardless of their total advertising spend.  Similarly, all real estate 
agents are able to advertise in the Courier on a casual basis, without being subject to the 
75% requirement. [COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]

  
10 See Hannan Group submission to Exclusive Dealing Notification N90330, 24 August 2007. 
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44. Those that go on contract are not subject to an absolute 75% commitment as the contract 
is subject to a number of carve-outs:

• where a real estate agent places an advertisement with another publication at the 
request of the vendor, this is not used in the 75% calculation;

• the 75% requirement applies only to advertising within the Courier's footprint.  As 
many agents have a footprint that exceeds that of the Courier, the percentage of 
their total advertising that is required to be placed with the Courier may in fact be 
significantly smaller than 75%; and

• the 75% requirement applies only to display and not to classified advertising. 

45. Agents on contract are also entitled to volume rebates.  The volume rebates are paid once 
per year and are based upon the net dollar value of the paid print media advertising placed 
by the agent in the Courier. 

46. The arrangement does not restrain agents from advertising in other forms of media such as 
the Internet and classified advertising.  The contracts have terms of between three and five 
years.  If agents are not satisfied with their obligations under the contract, they are free to 
revert to a non-contract arrangement or to transfer their business to a competitor.  

47. The ACCC does not consider advertising in the Courier at casual or discounted casual 
rates to be 'practical alternatives [to being on contract] for most agents' [6.27].  News 
submits that this conclusion is based on a misunderstanding of the Courier rate card.  
While there are three tiers of advertising rate offered by the Courier, all rates are subject to 
negotiation.  In the FPC decision, the ACCC recognised the prevalence of what it termed 
'individual advertising deals' for community newspaper advertising:

[M]arket inquiries indicated that:

• …

• individual advertising deals appeared to be very common.  Community newspapers' 
advertising ratecards were often only starting points for negotiations between 
advertisers and publishers.11

48. [COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]

49. [COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]

  
11 ACCC Public Competition Assessment, 'News Limited – proposed acquisition of Federal Publishing Company Community 
Media Group' 20 February 2007, para 20 and 37.
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50. [COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]

51. On the basis of these figures, News rejects the ACCC's conclusion that the discounted 
casual rates are not 'practical alternatives' to advertising on contract.  News also rejects 
Fairfax's assertion that agents are 'virtually compelled' to sign the contracts to obtain 
access to the discounted rates in order to be competitive [5.7].  It is not accurate to say that 
agents cannot afford to go off contract. [COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE].  

While agents recognise the value of advertising with the Courier, they do not feel 
compelled to go on contract by the strength of the discounted contract price.  This suggests 
that advertising off-contract is a viable alternative for many agents. 

5.2 The 75% Provision Does Not Make New Entry Difficult

52. The ACCC accepts that building scale through low pricing is the most likely way for another 
newspaper to compete [6.42].  The ACCC goes on to explain in the hypothetical that once 
a competitor had reached the desired scale, agents would see it as 'the must have' 
(emphasis added) for local advertising.  More than 25% of the market is contestable 
because, as explained in paragraph 51, a number of agents are not on contract.  
Moreover, with contracts expiring from time to time, and vendor directed advertising and 
outside-of-footprint advertising being excluded from the 75% measurement, a competitor 
could effectively grow its business by, amongst other things: 

• taking the remaining 25% of contracted agents' advertising; 

• taking a larger share from non-contract agents; and

• approaching contracted agents as their contracts come to an end. 

53. With the growth in reputation of an alternative publication, vendors would also begin to 
demand of contracted agents that advertising be placed with that publication.  As 
discussed above in 44, vendor-directed advertising placements are exempt from the 75% 
requirement.  As a result, News submits that it is incorrect to conclude that the effect of the 
Courier's contracts is to 'all but foreclose the possibility of another local community 
newspaper attracting a significant level of print display advertising from eastern Sydney 
real estate agents' [6.64].

54. The ACCC states the Domain East is unlikely to act as a significant competitive constraint 
on the Courier because the 75% requirement 'severely restricts' how much advertising 
agents can place in Domain East [6.59].  News disputes this statement.  At the present 
time neither Domain East nor ESL is utilising the full potential of the 25% of contracted 
agents' advertising available to them. [COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]
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55. [COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE]

56. Significantly, for the majority of these agents, the contracts are not stopping them putting 
more pages into either competitor. They choose not to do so.  This illustrates that the 75% 
requirement is not operating as a restriction on the ability of ESL and Domain to attract 
advertising away from the Courier.

57. In the Draft Notice, the ACCC notes RedHouse Media Group's (RedHouse) submission 
that the entry of its publication, the Eastern Suburbs Living HomesGuide (ESL), into the 
eastern Sydney market has been 'substantially hindered' due to the Courier's advertising 
contracts [5.20].  RedHouse also submitted that it delayed the launch of ESL for 4 months 
in order to assess the effect of the Courier contracts on its ability to successfully enter the 
market [5.21].  The ACCC has concluded, in part from the experience of ESL, that the 75% 
requirement 'in itself' is a significant barrier to a rival community newspaper 'establishing 
itself' in eastern Sydney [6.66].  News disagrees with this finding. 

58. ESL is the newest entrant in the community newspaper market for the eastern suburbs.  
Given that it shares many of the same attributes as the Courier (free, glossy, locally 
relevant content), ESL has clear potential to act as a competitive constraint on the Courier.  
Despite asserting that it delayed its launch and would not have launched had it known of 
the 75% required, ESL did launch and produced 10 issues prior to Christmas.  Its stated 
intention is to remain in the market (returning on 6 February 2008). However there are 
several reasons why ESL is not currently a highly competitive product:

• it is very new to the market and is currently in only its third month of publication (at 
the time of its submission to the review of the notification on 29 October 2007, it 
had released only three weekly issues); 

• it is an unknown publication with, as yet, no established reputation in the 
community or among agents; 

• it faces strong competition from other quality publications; and

• (as explained above) it is not utilising the full potential of the available 25% volume 
of advertising from Courier-contracted agents, let alone its potential to attract 
advertising from agents who do not have contracts with the Courier. 

59. As a result of the above, ESL is offering an advertising rate, [COMMERCIAL IN 
CONFIDENCE].  This price is the low start-up price typical of a new entrant in a tight 
market.  It is not evidence of the lack of competitive pressure on the Courier's prices.   

60. The ACCC also uses the evidence that '[o]ver 15 real estate agents rejected [RedHouse's] 
offer of free advertising in the ESL HomesGuide' [6.44] to support its contention that the 
75% requirement prevents another local newspaper from building scale and applying 
competitive pressure on the dominant newspaper and is itself a significant barrier [6.66].  
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To put this evidence in perspective, this is 15 of 181 total agents, or 8.3%.  News further 
submits that it cannot be assumed that this situation is attributable to the 75% requirement.  
The apparently slow take-up of real estate advertising in ESL can be explained by the 
natural reticence of agents to commit their business to a brand new publication.  It is 
commercial commonsense for agents to prefer to be certain of a publication's reputation 
and profile in the community before they complicate their business by entering into an 
additional advertising relationship.  The ACCC itself found evidence to support this position 
in the course of its market inquiries, noting that some agents made it clear they 'would not 
consider advertising in ESL, even if it were offered for free, until such time as it attained the 
quality, stature and results of the Wentworth Courier' [5.31].  The decision of these 15 
agents not to advertise with ESL therefore, cannot be attributed to the 75% requirement
and should not be given the weight accorded it by the ACCC. 

61. As discussed above, News submits it is also not correct to say that real estate agents are 
disadvantaged if they do not sign up to the contract [6.27].  The pricing differential between 
the contract price and the discounted non-contract price is not large.  A new entrant could 
offer an attractive publication and price which would lure agents off contract.  In this 
scenario, there is nothing to prevent agents from still placing advertisements in the Courier 
without a contract at competitive rates. 

62. The ACCC has indicated in the  Draft Notice that it is not aware of any examples of 
significant new entry in northern, inner-western or southern Sydney that would suggest that 
barriers to entry are low [6.62].  The suggestion that barriers to entry are high in this market 
represents a significant departure from the ACCC's past statements in this area.12

63. News submits that barriers to entry are not high and offers the example of ESL as evidence 
that, for the right type of publication with suitably attractive features, there is potential for 
new entry.  The draft report uses 'the experience of the ESL HomesGuide' to illustrate its 
argument that the 75% requirement, in itself, is a significant barrier to a rival community 
newspaper establishing itself in eastern Sydney' [6.66].  In fact, however, the entry of ESL
illustrates the opposite. The fact that ESL has not succeeded in what the ACCC would see 
as a contest for the market in the very short time that it has been in operation illustrates 
nothing.

6. Public Benefit

64. As there is no substantial lessening of competition in the market, no public benefit is 
required to be demonstrated. 

65. In any event, there are two public benefits of the 75% provision.

66. First, it enables agents to pass the discounts they receive on to vendors.  The ACCC has 
commented in the draft report that volume based discounts would be less likely to raise 
concerns under s 47 than the current arrangement [6.73].  However, there is a practical 
difficulty in administering volume discounts based on actual volume not a proportion of the 

  
12 See ACCC Public Competition Assessment, 'News Limited – proposed acquisition of Federal Publishing Company 
Community Media Group' 20 February 2007.
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agents business and effectively redistributing them to vendors. This is because the 
discount cannot be given upfront as agents are unable to predict the amount of advertising 
they will need, nor the total amount of advertising spend they will invest.  Consequently, at 
the time that they deal with many vendors they will not know whether they are entitled to a  
discount or not and, consequently, at a minimum will be reluctant to give discounts to 
vendors. 

67. Secondly, the discount is available to all agents, irrespective of their size and total spend.  
On the other hand, volume discounting favours the larger agents because it is only by 
spending over a threshold amount that beneficial rates are imposed.  As a result, 
proportional discounting practices promote competition in the real estate market by 
allowing smaller agents to compete on an even footing with their larger competitors.  
Consequently, the increased competitiveness of smaller agents puts downward pressure 
on the level of commissions charged by agents to vendors.  Therefore the arrangement 
has a clear public benefit by increasing competition in another market.

68. The ACCC has stated it does not accept that the Courier contracts result in lower 
advertising rates for real estate agents and ultimately for vendors [6.74] and that the 
contract rates are 'not necessarily lower than those which would prevail absent the 
restriction that the 75% requirement places on others competing for real estate agents' 
business' [6.76].  For the reasons outlined above, due to the constraint that the Courier 
faces and continues to face, News submits that the 75% requirement does not impact 
negatively on prices; rather, it enables lower up front prices to be passed on to consumers. 

69. The ACCC also believes that the contracts inhibit competitive responses from other 
suppliers of advertising space [6.80].  News submits that this is incorrect.  As argued 
above, it is still open for other publishers to compete with either a similar arrangement or 
another competitive offer in order to lure agents away from their contracts with the Courier.  
News is aware of several innovative competitive responses from other publications in the 
area, for example:

• The introduction of Domain East by Fairfax in 2004. 

• Fairfax trialled distributing Domain East not only as an insert in The Sydney 
Morning Herald but distributing it for free via letterbox delivery between late 2006 
and early 2007. 55,000 copies of Domain East were delivered to residents and 
businesses in the eastern suburbs.  

• The entry of ESL with introductory offers of heavily reduced rates and even free 
advertising. 
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SMH CARVES ITS DOMAIN IN THE NORTH
Camille Alarcon

Fairfax's The Sydney Morning Herald is further expanding Its region-specific real estate
insert market with the launch of Domain North early next year, in a bid to provide readers
with targeted real estate offerings.

In September the newspaper launched Domain East to target Sydney's eastern suburbs,
and Fairfax group director Michael Robinson said Its success so far could mean a further
brand extensions in other areas.

"The impetus came from our customers—vendors and real estate agents—to provide the
best print, online, and cross-city products.

"Domain East has received an overwhelming response with this week's 96 pages which Is
well ahead of our expectations,. We'll just be monitoring the zoned editions at this stage,
but we're open to further zoned Domains if our customers tell us that's what they want,"
Robinson said.

He added that like its eastern counterpart Domain North will be an Insert In SMH's
Wednesday edition, and will provide advertisers with a three pronged approach, with SMH's
Saturday metro Domain, the local Domain North or Domain East Insert, and an online
presence with domain.com.au.

"This is also an effective response to some of the new competitors entering the market,
such as Just Listed, Home Hound and News Corp's coming out with a new publication called
Moving on Up."
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THE FASTEST WAY TO BUY OR SELL YOUR PROPERTY

55,000 free copies delivered door-to-door
Rates
Full Page:
$1270 ($1,397 inn GST)

Half Page:
$795 ($874.50 loci. GST)

Quarter Page:
$520 ($572 tau. GST)

Deadline
12 noon - Thursday,

August 24, 2006

All space Is subject to

availability.

Early bookings are highly

recommended.

To be published on Wednesday, August 30, 2006 

f you want to get the Spring

selling season off to a flying

– you cant afford to

miss advertising in the Wednesday

30 August edition of domain east.

An extra 55,000 copies

of domain east will be printed

and hand-delivered to homes

throughout the East, your

prospective buyers, fee FREE

We already reach over 12

million readers* with the combined

strength of Saturday domain

& domain east on Wednesday's

Now we would like to extend

this to give you the greatest

market coverage possible.

This is a tkuastic opportunity

to have your properties showcased

throughout the east and fringe

areas PLUS be letter boxed

doorto-door.

domain east aneady reaCnes nor

[nail any other real estate

Sydney readers	 the east

domain east 193,000

Wentworth Courier 99,000

Southern Courier 99,000

Sydney Central Courier 34,000

When combined with Saturday's domain, our readership leaps

to an unbeatable 1,239,000!

domain east also nas more readers wan an income over

$100,000 per year.

domain east 82,000

Wentworth Courier 21,000

Southern Courier 12,000

Sydney Central Courier 2,000

And when combined with Saturday's domain, a whopping 434.000

readers have an income over $100,000 per year.

To take advantage. contact your account manager as soon as

possible for bookings. Please note that space is limited and that all

advertisements must be booked by 12pm –Thursday 24, August 2006.

Call Now

02 9282 1363
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2 BROCKLEY STREET
$620,000+

House 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom
Built 1900s
Land 177 sq m
Inspect Sat, 12.30-1pm; Wed 3-3.30pm
Agent
Auction August 19

This semi has been renovated with lots of windows
and skylights in the living areas. The loft-style main
bedroom upstairs has built-in wardrobes. There is a
study inside plus a detached studio at the bottom
of the garden. The bathroom has just been
renovated and there are external laundry facilities.
It is within 10 minutes' walk of the light rail station.

HOUSE SALES IN THE PAST YEAR

Median auction price $685,000

Auction clearance rate 62 per cent

Median private treaty price $665,000
Source: Home Price Guide 9339 8200

More photos and information@doMain.com.au

• Open for inspection • Property results

See centre pages

a

Single Junior Full Page
$900 ($990 incl. G5T)

No extras,
incentives, deals or

rebates

IJIhe gcmhnem horning Kerala

rHE DIRECTORY
•

domain

do.aain

HOUSES Alex May 

RECENT HOUSE SALES

43 Edward St $610,000

474 Wilson St $1.1 million

11 Boundary St $430,000
Source: Home Price Guide 9339 8200 

424 WILSON STREET
$700,000+

Houle 4 bedrooms, 1 bathroom
Built 1880s
Land 135 sq m
Inspect Sat, 11.15ann-noon; Wed, 5-5.30pm
Agent
Auction August 19

In a wide, tree-lined street, this renovated terrace
has rear-lane access and off-street parking. There
are high ceilings and polished floorboards, and a
formal lounge room that leads into a renovated
kitch e n. A meals area opens to the paved rear
cow tyard. Upstairs, the main bedroom has an open
fireplace and french doors to a balcony. The
bathroom is upstairs, but there are two toilets
downstairs.

SINGLE PROPERTY ADVERTISING

1/4 page Ad in Saturday plus:
A Full Page ad in your choice
of Junior Domain for $2,520

($2,772 incl. GST)

OR

A Half Page ad in your choice
of Junior Domain for $2,210

($2,431 incl. GST)

OR

A Quarter Page ad in your choice
of Junior Domain for $2,100

($2,310 incl. GST)

Includes OFI Listings

118 page Ad in Saturday plus
A Full Page ad in your choice of Junior Domain for

$1,740 ($1,914 incl. GST) OR

A Half Page ad in your choice of Junior Domain for
$1,420 ($1,562 incl. GST) OR

A Quarter Page in your choice of Junior Domain for
$1,320 ($1,452 incl. GST)
Includes OFI Listings

1/16 page Ad in Saturday
A Full Page ad in your choice of Junior
Domain for $1,420 ($1,562 incl. GST)

OR
A Half Page ad in your choice of Junior
Domain for $1,130 ($1,243 incl. CST)

OR
A Quarter Page ad in your choice
of Junior Domain for
$1030 ($1,133 incl. GST)

Includes OFI Listings

1/32 page Ad
in Saturday

pry'

A half page
ad in your
choice of

Junior domain
for

$760 ($836 incl. GST)

Includes
OFI listings

Er

4 weeks and get th	 we

One additional full page
in another Junior

$735 ($808.50 incl. GST),
Additional two juniors
$1,260 ($1,386 incl. GST)

One additional half page
in another Junior

$580 ($638 incl. GST),
Additional two juniors

$1,155 ($1,270.50 incl. GST)

As well as your Herald Domain advertising package, we are pleased to offer you a 7-day subscription for 6 weeks at a special rate.
This subscription offer costs $20 and to accept it, you simply need to complete and return the attached form or contact your account manager.
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<3km 3-5km 6-10km 11-20km 20+km Don't buy

Buy over

net/mail/ph

New cars 9.30% 11.60% 14.80% 14.10% 14.00% 35.80% 0.50%

Used cars 9.90% 11.50% 13.70% 14.10% 15.80% 34.20% 0.80%

Furniture/home furnishings 15.20% 21.60% 25.40°/0 17.60% 10.80% 8.70% 0.60%

Home entertainment 19.70% 24.60% 23.50% 14.10% 9.00% 7.60% 1.50%

Telecommunications 20.50% 22.10°/0 18.30% 10.60% 7.50% 10.90% 10.20%

Financial services 20.80% 17.70% 13.90% 9.30% 8.00% 25.40% 5.00%

Computing products 21.40% 22.40% 19.70% 12.30% 8.90% 7.30% 7.90%

Home improvement products 22.00% 25.20% 21.60% 11.80% 6.50% 11.60% 1.30%

Travel/holiday services 22.20% 17.70% 13.30% 8.40% 6.40% 16.00% 16.00%

Property 22.50 14.90% 9.40% 5.90% 7.40% 37.80% 2.00%

Clothing/footwear 26.40% 27.20% 23.90% 12.10% 8.90% 1.00% 0.70%

Car servicing/repairs 27.50% 24.70% 20.60% 11.00% 8.00% 7.70% 0.40%

Cafes/restaurants/pubs 29.80% 25.30% 21.80% 12.10% 7.40% 3.30% 0.20%

Health & beauty products 42.10% 25.90% 12.60% 5.40% 3.80% 7.90% 2.20%

Groceries 59.80% 24.70% 8.70% 3.60% 2.40% 0.40% 0.40%

B
	

C
	

D
'Property
	

1 22.50%1	 14.90%1	 9.40%1	 5.90%I	 7.40%1	 60.10%1

37.44% 24.79%	 15.64% 9.82% 12.31% 100.00%     
I B+C+D= 77.87 %I  

	

within 3km	 37%

	

within 5km	 62%

	

within 10km	 78%

Base: All People
Source: The New Communities' Colmar Brunton, 2004
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